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Travelers are simultaneously a marketer’s 
dream and their worst nightmare. On the 
one hand, travel marketers benefit from 
an incredibly engaged and passionate 
customer, who is not only willing but 
often eager to consume travel-related 
content. On the other hand, they are 
also faced with both an incredibly brutal 
competitive environment and a customer 
with a microscopic—and shrinking—
attention span. 

Breaking through to this new customer 
requires a fundamental rethink of how 
brands approach messaging. Without 
delivering relevance—a message that 
matters and is meaningful for the 
customer in the moment—marketers 
risk losing their relationship with their 
customers altogether. 

The imperative for 
better advertising

Personalization is not a new term for travel marketers—the industry 
was at the forefront in the development and adoption of programmatic/
dynamic creative. Indeed, ads based on dynamic pricing have formed the 
backbone of many travel media plans. However, truly personalized ad 
experiences need more than this—they need to take into account the time, 
circumstance, and need of individual customers, and to incorporate that 
information into the creative concepts and messages.

Delivering on this vision is not easy. It requires investment in two key areas:

 1 The ability to identify and deliver the best message for a  
  customer at a given time and under a given circumstance 

 2 Analytics and data that accurately reflect the contribution  
  of messaging to purchase behavior

While the effort required is significant, the payoff is large. By building these 
capabilities, marketers can both improve their short term media efficiency, 
and also deepen their relationships with their consumers – enhancing long-
term customer lifetime value (LTV).

Opportunities for 
travel marketers



PERSONALIZATION
part one



DATA-DRIVEN MESSAGING—THE APPROACH 

Data-driven messaging takes the information a brand has around a given consumer or subset of consumers, and tailors the brand’s 
messaging to their unique needs, situations, and contexts. At its core, data driven messaging centers on four lines of questions: 

 1 Who are my audiences; what are the key subsegments within each of the audiences that may have different needs? 

 2 What are those customers’’ needs, and how do they change across time and context?

 3 What combination of messages will resonate with those “relevance opportunities” where need, context and time intersect?

 4 What data is available to make these decisions? How can the brand recognize their customer and their relevance opportunity?  

The answers to these questions form the basis for a messaging strategy.

MASS MEDIA MASS PERSONALIZATION 1:1
Relevance to a broad 
audience or segment

Relevance to an audience sub-segment  
at a particular time and need

Relevance to a  
unique individual



IDENTIFYING OPPORTUNITIES  
TO CREATE RELEVANCE

The example at left shows 
what happens when those four 
questions are answered for a 
hypothetical hotel advertiser. 
The intersection of audience 
subsegment, need, and 
context creates a relevance 
opportunity—a chance 
for the brand to capture 
that audience’s attention. 
Brands can seize these 
opportunities by identifying 
the right message to reach 
those audiences with, and the 
combination of data triggers 
that lets them recognize and 
act on the opportunity.

AUDIENCE NEED MESSAGE  
THEMES

DATA 
TRIGGERS

BUSINESS 
TRAVELERS

LEISURE 
TRAVELERS

Hotel 
booking

Hotel 
booking

“2x rewards 
for  

3 night stays”

“Check out 
our special 

weekend rates”

“Don’t forget 
to use your 

drink vouchers”

“Check out our 
family activity 

packages”

Loyalty  
Program 

+ 
Date

CRM 
+ 

Date

Loyalty  
Program

DMP Audience 
+ 

Inventory

Trip 
approaching

Trip 
approaching



So how can travel brands identify these 
opportunities to create relevance? Building 
a messaging strategy is a complex task, with 
hundreds of potential opportunities. To help 
understand and identify their opportunities, 
brands should keep in mind the three ways 
they can increase customer value:

 • Spur new travel  
  that might not have happened  
  or might have gone to a different  
  destination (Inspiration & Planning)

 • Capture planned travel  
  at the best possible price (Booking)

 • Increase revenue on captured travel  
  and drive loyalty for the next trip  
  (Post-Purchase)

An effective messaging strategy will:

 1 Identify where the customer is 
  in the customer journey

 2 Identify the most appropriate message  
  for that customer and context

Using relevance  
to drive action

INSPIRATION 
inspire new travel

The Customer Journey

1

2

PLANNING 
move from inspiration  

to action

3

BOOKING 
capture planned travel

4

POST-PURCHASE 
sell ancillary services  
or drive the next trip



OBJECTIVE 

Before a customer starts researching flight prices 
and hotels and planning vacation days, they must 
have some inspiration to travel. During this period, 
marketers should focus on messaging that inspires 
customers with new ideas or destinations for travel—
pushing them towards that next trip. By reaching 
customers with the right messaging and offer, brands 
can help inspire unplanned travel.

GETTING SPORTS FANS TO BOOK AWAY-GAME TRAVEL 

In late April, the NFL releases the schedule for 
the upcoming season. A moment like this is an 
opportunity for an airline to show fans fares to their 
team’s away games. Add in some appealing weather 
data for fans living in colder markets, and a brand can 
plant the seeds for an impromptu long weekend.

 INSPIRATION

Spurring New Travel



Spurring New Travel INSPIRATION

To activate these tactics—referred to as a “messaging architecture”—Flashtalking uses a tool called decision trees. Decision trees allow the 
Campaign Manager to design and implement the logic necessary to make sure that users see the right ad at the right time.

NFL FANS

MIAMI
Flight offers  

tied to  
game weekend

BOSTON
Flight offers  

tied to  
game weekend

CLEVELAND
Flight offers  

tied to  
game weekend

LOS ANGELES
Flight offers  

tied to  
game weekend

MINNEAPOLIS
Flight offers  

tied to  
game weekend

DALLAS
Flight offers  

tied to  
game weekend

NEW YORK CITY LOS ANGELES ATLANTADETROIT

NY JETS NY GIANTS

HOME MARKET

TEAM PREFERENCE (3RD PARTY DATA)

SCHEDULE INFO SCHEDULE INFO

WEATHER WEATHERSTEP 4
Warm weather locales can 

be used as an additional 
messaging element.

STEP 3
Translate Jets road schedule into 

travel messaging opportunities. 

STEP 2
Identify team preference 

(Jets) through 3rd party 
data and click events.

STEP 1
Identify the home market (NY)  
using geo data in the browser.



OBJECTIVE 

Frequently travelers may have an urge to travel, but may not yet have decided on a specific 
destination or date. Advertisers can help push travelers to make the leap from trip inspiration to 
actual planning by featuring destinations and trip ideas that are tailored to that traveler’s needs.

WEATHER-BASED MESSAGING TO DRIVE INTEREST IN A DESTINATION 

A common source of consternation for travelers (and conflict for traveling families!) is the 
question of tropical or frosty locales. Should the traveler spend their holiday break lounging at 
the beach, or hitting the slopes? By using cues about the traveler’s origin market and interests, 
advertisers can infer whether the user will be interested in a warm or cold destination, and then 
serve an ad featuring the destination with the most appealing weather forecast.

 INSPIRATION

Moving from Inspiration to Planning

FRAME 1 FRAME 2



Moving from Inspiration to Planning INSPIRATION

PROSPECTS

MIAMI, FL BARBADOS CABO  
SAN LUCAS PARK CITY, UT DENVER, CO MAMMOTH 

LAKES, CA

NEW YORK CITY LOS ANGELES ATLANTADETROIT

BEACHES SNOWBOARDING

HOME MARKET

PAGE CONTEXT

WEATHER WEATHERSTEP 3
Feature the location with the 

most appealing weather forecast 
(e.g. warm and sunny for beaches, 

snowfall for ski resorts).

STEP 2
Identify travel interests 

(warm/cold weather, family-
friendly, etc.) through 

context, past travel, etc.

STEP 1
Identify the home market (NY)  
using geo data in the browser.



OBJECTIVE 

In this phase, travel brands are aiming to steer the 
customer towards booking and finalizing plans. Often, 
a customer will drop off at this point, perhaps due to 
sticker shock as they were contemplating travel during 
peak season. These customers are not lost—with the 
right messaging a brand can turn this into an opportunity 
to win back a price conscious traveler.

GET PRICE-SENSITIVE SKIERS TO BOOK IN SHOULDER SEASON 

December through March is peak ski season in Vail, 
Colorado and hotels on the mountain are at near-
capacity with prices at their highest. Many potential 
travelers may be interested in the taking the trip during 
peak season, but are scared off by the price tag.

By identifying those customers who are too price-
sensitive to follow through on their plans, the resort can 
shift messaging to the lower-priced shoulder seasons. 
This allows the resort to capture a customer that 
otherwise would have been lost.

PLANNING & SHOPPING

Stopping Leaks 
in the Funnel



Stopping Leaks in the FunnelPLANNING & SHOPPING

VISITED PROPERTY SITE

OFFER
Last-minute deal

OFFER
Shoulder season

OFFER
Based on 

flight deals

OFFER
Next season

BOOKEDDIDN’T BOOK

DRIVABLE AIR-BASED

ACTION TAKEN

ORIGIN MARKET (GEO)

WEATHER WEATHERSTEP 3
Translate Jets road schedule into 

travel messaging opportunities. 

STEP 2
For people who did not 

book, identify home market 
using IP setting on browser.

STEP 1
Identify booking status based on 
actions taken on the homepage.



OBJECTIVE 

Once a customer has settled on his travel plans and dates, the 
brand must shift focus from inspiring travel to capturing the 
booking. At this point, messaging should shift from inspirational 
to more pragmatic—highlighting the specific value proposition of 
the brand that makes it right for that customer’s current need.

ONE HOTEL MAY SERVE PURPOSE FOR ALL-TYPES OF TRAVELERS 

Orlando, Florida is a city with over 100,000 hotel rooms, making it 
one of the top cities in the United States in this category. Disney 
World and other family attractions, conventions, golf vacations 

BOOKING

Closing the Deal
and cruises are just four distinct reasons why Orlando hosts 
many hotel guests.

A hotel brand using one-to-one data-driven messaging can break 
through the clutter and win the direct booking of a customer by 
highlighting amenities at their property that are most important 
to the customer based on the reason for their stay. 

For example, a resort looking to close the deal with a frequent 
business traveler might want to feature their lounge and business 
facilities for a weekday trip; however, if the traveler is searching 
for a weekend trip, then the resort might prefer to feature their 
golf course access.

Brands can also take 
advantage of real-time 
connections to their 
inventory data—creating 
a sense of urgency and 
pushing the traveler 
towards a quick booking.

PARENTS GOLFERS BUSINESS TRAVELERS



BOOKING Closing the Deal

VISITED ORLANDO PROPERTY PAGE

LOUNGE & 
AMENITIES

GOLF COURSE 
FEATURE

FAMILY 
ACTIVITIES

ROMANTIC 
GETAWAY

BOOKEDDIDN’T BOOK

BUSINESS LEISURE

ACTION TAKEN

TRAVELER TYPE (1ST PARTY DATA)

MID-WEEK TRIP WEEKEND TRIP

CHILDREN IN HOUSEHOLD?

STEP 3
Show different messages based 
on mid-week vs weekend travel.

STEP 2
For people who did not book, 

distinguish business vs leisure 
travelers using 1st party data.

STEP 1
Identify booking status based on 
actions taken on the homepage.



OBJECTIVE 

After the booking has been captured, brands 
must be careful to cease remarketing and 
other destination offers surrounding the 
already-booked travel. Avoiding annoyance and 
alienation of the customer is paramount, but 
the brand does not have to stop messaging the 
customer altogether. During the post-purchase 
phase, additional revenue can be captured by 
marketing the right set of ancillary products 
and services to the customer.

SELLING ADD-ON PACKAGES TO A CRUISE

Cruise lines hold sales during the cold winter 
months (wave season); meaning that many 
travelers will book itineraries months in 
advance. Booking an itinerary does not mean 
that the marketer’s interaction with that 
customer is over. The time between booking 
and departure can be used to up-sell the 
booker with the right set of excursions and 
add-on packages based on the customer’s 
interests and past purchase behavior.

POST-BOOKING

Capturing Additional Spend

FOODIES COUPLES

PARENTS

Feature a carousel of add-on excursions relevant 
to the customer’s interests and past purchases.



POST-BOOKING Capturing Additional Spend

BOOKED CRUISE

KID “CAMP” 
UPSELL

EXCURSION 
UPSELL

FAMILY 
DINING 

PACKAGE

DINING 
UPSELL

“FAMILY  
MEMORIES” 

PACKAGE

SHOW 
UPSELL

JOIN 
LOYALTY  

CLUB

FUTURE 
DIRECT- 

BOOKING 
MESSAGES

UP-SELL 
PACKAGES

HIGH REVENUEBASE

LOYALTY MEMBER FIRST-TIME BOOKER

TYPE OF PACKAGE BOOKED

CUSTOMER SEGMENT (1ST PARTY DATA)

CRM SEGMENTSTEP 3
Within the loyalty member 

segment, select the audience to 
which the customer belongs..

STEP 2
For base packages, identify 

whether the customer is 
a loyalty member or first-

time booker.

STEP 1
Identify the customer based on 
the cruise package they booked.

RETIREE CRUISER

SEQUENTIAL CHILDREN’S AGESSTEP 4
Retirees see a sequence of ads for 
upsell experiences, while families 
see one of three packages based 

on their children’s ages.

FAMILY



ANALYTICS
part two



Travel Marketers’ Challenges

A revamped messaging approach also calls for 
a revamped approach to analytics. Marketers 
have made substantial investments, and built 
substantial infrastructure, around analyzing the 
effectiveness of direct-response marketing. As 
marketers invest more heavily in creative, and 
move towards more sophisticated approaches 
to messaging, they run into two pain points:

1 Difficulty in quantifying the impact of upper funnel messaging, due to  
 disconnected data sets provide a complete view of the customer journey.

2 Difficulty in quantifying or comparing the relative performance  
 of creative concepts, due to outdated metric sets.

Marketers can improve the quality of their insights (and ultimately make more 
informed decisions) by investing in data unification and creative measurement.

THE CUSTOMER JOURNEY

Travel shoppers have a long path to 
purchase, occurring on multiple devices 
and featuring interactions with multiple 
different messages. The end result is 
difficulty understanding the impact that 
each individual message/exposure had 
on the customer’s path to booking.

Desktop Video  
Impression

Mobile
Site Visit

Mobile Display
Impression

Desktop Display 
Impression

Book through 
Call Center

ANALYTICS



WHY DO CROSS-DEVICE BROWSING  
& COOKIE REJECTION MATTER?

Cross-device browsing refers to 
when a user interacts with the brand 
via multiple different devices on their 
path to booking. Because each device 
receives its own unique identifier 
(either cookie ID or mobile device 
ID), the advertiser can’t connect the 
interactions from each device.

Cookie rejection refers to a browser 
either blocking a cookie from being 
placed at the time of the ad impression 
and/or site visit, or deleting the cookie 
after the fact. This means that each 
time an interaction occurs on that 
browser, a new cookie is placed with a 
different unique identifier—making it 
impossible to connect the interactions.

Getting a Full-Funnel View
To understand the impact of messaging along the customer journey, 
marketers need to have a dataset that accurately represents all of the 
interactions a customer had with the brand before booking. While this may 
sound obvious, marketers run into several obstacles putting it into practice.

Omnichannel is here. While 37% of travelers shop for flights 
and 43% for hotels on mobile, however, only 18% and 25% 
(respectively), book on the same device. This results in 
interactions that can’t be associated with bookings that took 
place on another device.

64% of cookies are rejected, resulting in interactions that can’t 
be associated with a related booking, even on the same device.

Up to 54% of impressions are non-viewable, resulting in bookings 
being attributed to interactions that never actually took place.

OBSTACLES TO GETTING A COMPLETE VIEW

CHALLENGE

1

2

3



Data Unification with Flashtalking
To address these obstacles, marketers need to invest in creating 
datasets that accurately represent all of the digital interactions that 
occur as a traveler progresses towards a booking. Flashtalking can help 
with this. The full Flashtalking data unification package includes:

The end result is a dataset that provides a fully connected view of the path 
to booking, enabling better insights and ultimately better decision-making.

Connection to verification partners (such as IAS and 
DoubleVerify) to allow for log-level reporting of exactly 
which impressions were and weren’t viewed

Cookieless tracking to overcome the impact  
of cookie rejection and cookie deletion

Integrations with cross-device identity partners (such as 
Tapad) to overcome the obstacles of cross-device bridging

SOLUTION

OUR PARTNERS INCLUDE:



Understanding the 
Importance of Creative
Marketers need an effective way to understand which of their 
messaging efforts are working and which aren’t. The stakes are high—
Flashtalking research indicates that the performance gap between 
good and bad creative can be as high as 7x. The most commonly 
used metric for evaluating digital creative performance is the click-
through rate (CTR). When creative is consistent across audiences 
and primarily focused purely on direct-response, this can work as 
a rough approximation of the degree to which users engage with 
ads. However, when creative strategies become more sophisticated, 
the click-through rate becomes unreliable. Recent Flashtalking 
research indicates that in two-thirds of cases, comparisons in creative 
performance based on click-through rates actually rated the less 
impactful creative as the winner.

Algorithmic creative measurement takes a technique familiar to 
marketers —algorithmic measurement of marketing performance—
and applies it to creative performance. By measuring creative 
algorithmically, marketers are able to:

1 Compare the relative effectiveness of different creative  
 images, copy, and CTAs at driving customers to action

2 Optimize in-flight creative rotations to drive media efficiency

3 Understand the creative concepts and messaging that  
 most resonate with the brand’s customers

CHALLENGE

The performance  
gap between  

good and bad  
creative can be 
 as high as 7x



HIGH- 
PERFORMING 
CREATIVES

LOW- 
PERFORMING  

CREATIVES

Flashtalking Creative Analytics
To meet advertisers’ needs for creative measurement, 
Flashtalking developed a proprietary, data-driven approach to 
measure the effectiveness of different creative concepts and 
versions. We apply machine learning and clustering algorithms 
to measure the effectiveness of each creative, while accounting 
for the biases associated with most other approaches. Using the 
tool, advertisers are able to compare the relative performance of 
different creative versions across audience segments and media 
placements, allowing for better decisions on which creatives to 
serve, and which to remove from the rotation.

SOLUTION

Flashtalking’s Creative Analytics has been tested through 
real-world application. One Flashtalking client used the CPI 
to understand the relative return of different ad concepts. 
Through the analysis, they uncovered that their higher 
performing creatives outperformed their lower performing 
creatives by 9x—but that the higher performers accounted for 
only 23% of impressions (vs. 77% for the underperformers). 
Based on this insight, they were able to adjust their creative 
rotations to emphasize the higher performers, making their 
media spend more efficient. Using Creative Analytics, many 
clients have been able to quickly understand which creative 
concepts, images and copy lines are strong winners or losers, 
not only to adjust creative distribution, but also to feed those 
insights into further creative development.

23+77+A23%

77%
IMPRESSIONS 

SERVED

The low-performing creatives were served across the majority of impressions.

ALLOCATE  MORE IMPRESSIONS 
TO HIGH-PERFORMERS

RUN FEWER IMPRESSIONS 
OF LOW-PERFORMERS



For More Information

For more information about personalization in advertising, 
or to set up an introductory meeting, please reach out to 
sales@flashtalking.com. 

Flashtalking will help guide you through the steps required 
in implementing data-driven messaging, including:

• Creating a messaging strategy and architecture

• Creative design and production

• Defining goals and KPIs for personalized advertising

• Measurement plan to prove out performance lift 

•  Program management, implementation and timelines

contact sales@flashtalking.com  |  flashtalking.com
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